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INTRODUCTION  
2019 was a year of evolution, with innovation being a necessary path for lots of 

media owners and agencies. For traditional media, their digital platforms have 

grown and creative partnerships had come to the fore, and it was the best year on 

record for cinemas in the UK.  

But as we move through 2020, we wondered, what does the future hold for the 

media industry in the next 12 months and beyond?  

We held a conversation with various well-known and well-regarded players in the 

industry, and here are just some of the highlights.  

This was conducted before Covid 19 hit the UK. We believe that some of the 

elements highlighted in this document will be more pertinent than ever as we 

establish a new normal. There is a general sentiment that collaboration is key to 

success and the best work will come from a strong agency–client–media owner 

collective approach. Now more than ever, value for money and performance from 

spend is critical. Further, agencies who are nimble, strategic and creative are the 

ones set to thrive.  

 

PARTICIPANTS INCLUDED 

Alex Kirkley 

+ Reg. Sales Director at AudienceStore 

Greg Highton 

+ Snr. Agency Partner at MailMetroMedia 

Jason Spencer  

+ Business Development Director at ITV 

Jo Dawson 

+ Agency Sales Manager at News UK 

Jonathan Lodge 

+ Agency Partner Manager at Pinterest 

Justin Oldham 

+ Director at The Leaflet Company  

Katie Kendall 

+ Head of Magazine at Bauer Media 

Lee Woodhead 

+ Account Director at JCDecaux  

Rebecca McIndoe 

+ Investment Lead at Channel 4 

Simon Bollon  

+ Owner and MD at Boutique  

Steph Feather 

+ Agency Media Director at Boutique 

Steven Lorenzini 

+ Regional Sales Director at DCM 

Tina McCoy 

+ Regional Agency Director at Hearst 
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HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE NEXT 12 MONTHS?
For most of the industry professionals we spoke to, the year started off strongly, with lots 

of innovation, opportunities and exciting relationships on the horizon and this will be even 

more imperative in the Post Covid era. 

Print has seen a rise in clients looking for creative partnerships that provide deeper 

engagements with consumers. Strong brands are key – if clients know what the brand 

stands for, they know that the magazine or newsbrand can provide the engagement 

they’re looking for across print and digital. Jo Dawson, Agency Sales Manager at News 

UK notes that: 

 

“We are seeing a shift in clients’ perception  

of news brands and the role they play in  

their marketing mix.” 

 

For Steven Lorenzini, the Regional Sales Director at DCM, cinema is seeing 

advancements in targeting, “We've got increasing confidence in positioning cinema as an 

effective response channel regionally. […] Sounds very simple but it's a bit of a shift in 

cinema. At the top of the market, we're seeing a shift in more and more creative solutions-

based campaigns, often based on bespoke content created for cinema.” 

Jason Spencer, Business Development Director of ITV and Tina McCoy, Regional 

Account Director of Hearst spoke about the ‘growing appetite for partnerships’ and felt 

that better collaborative working would lead to stronger performance for them, their 

clients and agencies whilst Katie Kendall,  Head of Magazine Brands at Bauer Media, said 

they see the future revenue growth coming from: 

 

“More creative solutions.”  

 

Simon Bollon, host and MD here at Boutique, suggested that from an agency perspective, 

these comments seem to advocate the role of agencies becoming more ideas-led, with 

creativity at the core. He said that this plays into Boutique’s experience of the “price 

conversation between agencies and clients […] decreasing, in favour of more critical 

elements of creativity, strategy, speed, and service”.  
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WHATS SHIFTS ARE YOU SEEING IN THE INDUSTRY? 

Although digital disruption has been and gone, as a platform it continues to evolve. It has 

created significant challenges to the print market, but media owners are confident in their 

ability to help clients utilise both traditional and digital media to great success. 

Tina McCoy, Regional Agency Director at Hearst, states that investment in a content 

studio to provide engaging digital and video content has been crucial for them;  “The print 

side of our business is more challenging (hence diversification of our revenue streams) 

but there will always be a place for strong brands.” 

Katie Kendall, Head of Magazine Brands at Bauer Media said, “Surprisingly, the evolution 

of digital for our print-based brands is happening more slowly than we might have 

expected.  Many advertisers, especially 'direct response' companies are still thinking of 

magazines as just a print-based solution. Having said this, our digital revenues are 

growing and agencies are becoming more confident in recommending digital solutions to 

support print campaigns.” 

The digital evolution has allowed many of the more traditional channels to demonstrate 

their ROI in a way that they never could before. Alex Kirkley of AudienceStore stated that: 

 

“Digital had changed the marketing model  

to accountability and measurability”.  

 

Jo Dawson from News UK agreed, saying it had helped create a “greater trust between 

advertiser and platform as it helps clients achieve transparent ROI”.  

Even out-of-home advertising has been able to harness data, now using geo-targeting to 

plan campaigns. “It’s [become] vital to our business. We’re able to get 1st party data, 

driven by the content and engagement we produce on site” says Greg Highton, Senior 

Agency Partner at MailMetroMedia.  

Similarly, Simon Bollon at Boutique noted that data had supported traditional channel 

performance and justification of his agency’s channel selection. When planning, the 

question should always be posed to media owners:  

 

‘What data can we access to justify the channel but 

also prove performance at the campaign end?’.  
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HOW HAS THE DIGITAL EVOLUTION AFFECTED CLIENTS?  
As media owners become more able to provide robust data and demonstrate their ability 

to deliver ROI through digital channels, clients face their own challenges. With a focus on 

the short-term pressure of needing to meet ROI, many lack the confidence to stick to a 

long-term brand strategy. Steph Feather, Head of Media at Boutique, said that “digital 

dominated the mindset of clients”. 

Jo Dawson of News UK embellishes; “Clients are faced with an abundance of marketing 

options. The industry is a noisy place which poses the question: 

 

Which route does the client go down  

and how much risk are they taking? 

 

 Similarly, results are [still a] big challenge, if it isn't generating the next sale or the 

reaching the next consumer, it isn’t working and that's a problem.” 

 

“[Clients need] to be brave  

& follow a strategy rather than  

short term gains.”  

 

Lee Woodhead, Account Director at JCDecaux responds, echoing the sentiment of many 

of the industry professionals we spoke to.  

Agencies and media owners alike are really enthused to drive a balanced formula for 

clients, to fight for equilibrium in the brand vs response challenge. “Many of our direct 

response clients have switched spend into digital,” says Justin Oldham, Director at The 

Leaflet Company. “However, we are seeing some of this business return as: 

 

“Clients acknowledge the need  

for a more multi-channel approach.” 
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DOES A FOCUS ON DATA STIFLE CREATIVTY? 
There’s growing conversation in agencies around the role of data and how it might stifle 

creativity in marketing. Steph Feather Head of Media at Boutique stated that it varies 

wildly by client and individual with some who “live by data” whilst others “use it as a tool in 

the planning process”.  

Jason Spencer, Business Development Director at ITV thinks that there is: 

 

“An over-reliance on efficiency and targeting  

at the expense of ideas and the art of the possible”.  

 

 

 “Data can ruin the “authenticity of ideas” 

 

Says Simon Bollon, and often good ideas are not accepted because they can’t always be 

supported by data driven insight. Justin Oldham from The Leaflet Company believes that 

it shouldn’t have to be one or the other, “if anything, it's encouraging creativity as it helps 

clients understand their customers. This enables more creativity around the different 

customer segments.” 
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HOW WILL THE MEDIA AGENCY ADAPT IN 2020?  
When it comes to media agencies, we can all agree that they’re essential. “[A] vital conduit 

between media partners and clients, translating content and engagement to achieve a 

client’s business goals” says Greg Highton from MailMetroMedia.  

However, smaller agencies are seeing significant growth, as clients are seeking a more 

personalised and bespoke service. And we believe this will only continue to grow, as more 

and more clients begin to prioritise these values. Places like Bauer Media have already 

seen revenues from smaller agencies increase, and as a result of this, have “restructured 

sales teams accordingly”, Katie Kendall tell us.  

Steven Lorenzini at DCM agrees, saying,  

 

“I'm seeing a really positive rise in the 

smaller agencies we work with,  

exposing the big agency problems.” 

 

[Big agencies] seem to have seen a lot of change in internal logistics. They have multiple 

names and businesses under one roof, [which] is confusing. I see a lot of agencies 

wrestling [with] how to structure themselves- is planning separate to buying, how does 

that integrate? […]” Simon Bollon at Boutique stated that he had also seen a significant 

shift in both Boutique, and other independent agencies, being approached by brands that 

would historically have been considered clients of ‘big agencies’. He believes that:  

 

“Clients are looking for agencies that meet  

their desires for greater collaboration”. 

 

In addition Simon stated that, as he spends a lot of time with other agency owners, the 

general sentiment was that clients are looking to move back to: 

 

“Full service for the accountability, ease, speed and 

simplicity” as Marketing Directors became more time-

poor and wanted to “shorten lines of communication”.  
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Lee Woodhead, Account Director at JCDecaux agreed, “[the] pendulum has perhaps 

swung back towards full service from media only”, which was supported by Rebecca 

McIndoe, Investment Lead at Channel 4, who said that they had seen that merger and 

acquisition was leading to more full-service agencies. 

 

WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE TREND OF IN-HOUSING? 
There has been an increasing trend towards in-housing, but the media owners we spoke 

to all cautioned against it. Greg Highton warned: 

 

“Vital skills, knowledge and understanding  

of the cross-media landscape could be lost.” 

 

Alex Kirkley, Regional Sales Director at AudienceStore, said “It all depends on the tools 

available, platform capabilities, data ingestion and processing as well as the expertise of 

the people running it – both agency and client-side.” 

As an agency director, Simon Bollon stated that “agencies need to address these issues 

by being strategic, agnostic in their recommendations, able to move at speed, and 

understanding the need for immediate performance”.  

“Challenging the status quo, [not sticking] to the same thing, but questioning why we do 

things a certain way and looking for a better way” is the way forward for agencies, says 

Tina McCoy of Hearst. Steven Lorenzini from DCM agrees: 

 

“Straight-talking and being upfront about  

the value they offer”, will see agencies  

through a trend of in-housing. 
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HOW CAN AGENCIES ADDRESS THE CURRENT CHALLENGES 

FACE BY MARKETEERS?  
There was a recent report in the industry that stated the length of tenure of a marketing 

Director was becoming shorter. Rebecca McIndoe, Investment Lead at Channel 4, agreed 

that there was a “short term life span of senior marketeers” which was piling pressure on 

clients to deliver ROI quickly as the critical measure of their own personal performance. 

‘Short-termism is driven by people churn but also short-term pressures’ said Steven 

Lorenzini, Regional Sales Director at DCM.  

Additionally, Justin Oldham, Director at The Leaflet Company, said he felt that “keeping 

up with consumer behaviour” was a real challenge for marketeers and Jo Dawson, 

Agency Sales Manager at News UK said: 

 

“The abundance of marketing options makes  

the industry a noisy place” and therefore knowing 

what, where, when and how was a convoluted 

process for clients.  

 

Simon Bollon, Agency Director at Boutique agreed that this line of thinking reemphasises 

his earlier point. Agencies need to be:  

 

“Strategic, agnostic in their recommendations and can  

move at speed, understanding the need for immediate 

performance” but challenged that clients do need to  

have a better view of “long term goals from short term 

performance”. 
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SUMMARY 
The varying views of the group was interesting and insightful. The contrasting views on 

the role of data for example, highlighted the difference lenses through which the media 

owners view the market. However, there were many lines of questioning that created 

similar responses such as the growth of creativity, partnerships and the need for closer 

engagement with clients.  

Too often all channels are considered functional drivers of ROI but in truth, many won’t do 

that job. A truly integrated strategy knowing how best to leverage each of the platforms 

the individuals in the room represent has never been more critical. Agencies have a 

responsibility to be bold enough to drive client’s strategies around the right message, on 

the right platform, at the right time and:  

 

“Brave enough to push for  

full channel strategies.”  

 

Agencies need to evolve from service providers to truly collaborative partners where 

success is the same for all parties. The direction of travel is clearly towards the smaller, 

more nimble, responsive, agile and creatively minded agencies whilst ROI, data and 

efficiency are balanced with long term strategies for overarching business performance.  

The Marketing Director is under increasing pressure and the evidence is seen in the 

shortening tenure of roles. Increasing and improving collaboration between clients, 

agencies and media partners is one thing all parties agreed on.   

One thing Coronavirus will do is focus the mind, highlighting the critical needs of 

marketing teams and bring to the fore the most critical elements of a client-agency 

relationship. A post Coronavirus world will require more of what this report has 

highlighted; 

+ Greater collaboration 

+ An agnostic, expert view of channel investment  

+ A nimbleness to working and an ever evolving marketing model 

+ An equally nimble agency partnership 

+ A balance between short term needs and long term objectives 

+ Further, there are now, and will continue to be, a range of opportunities to be 

maximised in the market.  
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Discover the discussion in full over on our blog for questions of what our industry experts 

would look for in an agency, their favourite campaigns and why you should invest in their 

channels. 

 

BOUTIQUE IS THE CHANNEL AGENCY  

FOR THE MODERN MARKETEER 
We’re an agency in the pursuit of Extraordinary with a team who have all the specialisms 

but aren’t defined by them.  

Collaboration is at the core of our processes, partnering with clients and media owners to 

navigate the full spectrum of channels and creating bespoke, agnostic, results driven, 

creative, short- and long-term strategies.  

As a mid-size, privately owned agency we are driven by our core values of Daring, 

Dynamic and Disruptive meaning our clients benefit from a nimble, agile, creative and 

challenger agency.  

 


